ASTRO INVESTMENT, INC., a “CFG Global Fuel” Company
is a privately held professional Oil & Gas company registered and operating as a Petroleum Commodity
Trading Company with registered corporate headquarter in the United States, with offices located in Hong
Kong, and United Kingdom. Our Joint Venture Partners consist of Global Trading Entities, End
User/Burner and State Owned Refineries purchasing Petroleum Crude Oil (OPEC and OFF-OPEC) and
various refined petroleum products. ASTRO/CFG and Partners are a Global Buyer/Supplier of Premier
Petroleum Light Crude (BLCO), Jet Fuel 54, TS-1, Jet A1, D2 Diesel, Mazut M100, ULSD, and Fuel Oil No. 6
Low Pour Fuel Oil (LPFO), including but not limited to various other refined products such as LNG, LPG and
Petrochemical.

ASTRO INVESTMENT INC, a “CFG GLOBAL FUEL” Company
CORPORATE PROFILE
OVERVIEW
“CFG Global Fuel” established history combined with our JV Partners for over 100 years. ASTRO/CFG’s
senior management has adopted a Code of Conduct to provide guidance for compliance with our high
standards of legal and ethical behavior. It covers a broad range of subjects specifically from
environmental standards to intellectual property and also sets the general operations of ethical conduct;
honesty and fair dealing that apply to any subject or situation, and has been a hallmark from the earliest
days of our predecessor company. In our relentless pursuit of a total business capability, our clients
derive benefits from our diverse portfolio and multifaceted strengths. Optimal value is delivered to our
customers by our team of professional and highly dedicated staff who are committed to our core values of
HARDWORK, HONESTY, TRANSPARENCY, RELIABILITY and INTEGRITY.
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ASTRO/CFG’s Chairman/CEO (Mr.
Tony Ly), the Founder of Astro
Investment Inc, a “CFG Global Fuel”
company is also the Joint Venture
Partner of Hawkesbay Investment, JN
Petrochemical, China Petroleum Tech,
and a Trading House for DongMing
Petrochemical Corporation where Mr.
Tony Ly Co-Manage a Commodity
Trading Platform for Petroleum Trades
thru its Holding Company ASTRO
INVESTMENT, INC. Over the past 10
years, ASTRO/CFG and in partnership
with other JV Partners have
collaborated worldwide off-take
activities of crude oil processing,
petroleum refined products and crude oil refining. Success in various trial lifts and long term contract
periods with rolls and extensions of refined products to end users such as Global Trading Companies
(Private & Public), End-Users, Refineries and conglomerate Re-Sellers.
The Consortium for many years has lifted crude oil from Nigeria and refined fuel from United States,
Europe, Malaysia, Russia and the United Emirates. ASTRO/CFG and its JV Partners holds previous and
current Nigerian Light Crude Oil and Refined Fuel Allocations registered with NNPC, various Russian
Refineries/Suppliers/Traders such as (Rosneft JSC, TNK, Luke Oil, Tatnef, Gazprom, ie…ASTRO/CFG are
the current Allocation Account Holder of several U.S. Refineries/Suppliers/Distributors such as: (ShellMotiva (STUSCO), British Petroleum North America, Chevron USA, and with various Tier 1 Distributors.
ASTRO/CFG markets, position itself and able to distributes and purchase petroleum crude oil and refined
fuel oil globally on a (FOB & CIF) with all regions such as (Rotterdam, Russia, Malaysia, China, UAE,
Venezuela, Panama, Mexico, Canada and the United States).

and other Refineries. Through global network of offices (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, UK and the United
States), our business relationships seek to offer value, supporting sustainable project growth. This enables
us to provide comprehensive project development services worldwide. To assist with this task,
ASTRO/CFG and JV Partners boast several strategic Joint Ventures with leading international entities with
over $1 Billion USD financial backing. With ASTRO/CFG leading the sales, finance & purchasing force and
with various JV Partner’s reputations as a Financial Partner(s) and with many MANAGED dependable
Partners, ASTRO/CFG had established direct links to the Refineries and Suppliers for Petroleum Crude Oil
and Refined Fuel acquisitions, the success is no surprise to any of our JV financial Partners. It is also due in
large part to the efforts and trust of our JV Partners providing unlimited financial resources to ASTRO/CFG
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and its Buying and Supply Group; we are committed to providing REAL products and Expertise with
transparency to our Buyers, Exit Buyers and Resellers Globally.
ASTRO/CFG and JV PARTNERS with our Global supply team combines in-depth market analysis with
superior logistics to buy, store and deliver the quality refined petroleum products that meet the sizeable,
growing and often changing fuel and energy demands of our customers worldwide. ASTRO/CFG has long
standing relationships with domestic and international suppliers/refineries that enhance our access to
products under adverse market conditions. Thru our JV Partners, we have chartered vessels each year for
transport of products and
pending crude & refined oil
transactions with several
major
oil
producers
(Refineries, Suppliers and
Resellers). ASTRO/CFG and
its subsidiary companies with
other JV Partners have signed
allocation contracts value in
excess of 8 million metric
tons of refined products,
distributing globally to our
customers on an annual basis
and are in a position to
acquire additionally with
many pending commitments
from our Buyers, Resellers and End Buyers alike.
ASTRO/CFG and its Financial Division “COMMERCIAL FUNDING GROUP” has successfully entered into
Real Estate Development projects with its Project Developers in a series of JVs in China, Europe, Malaysia,
the United States, South America and Africa Countries. COMMERCIAL FUNDING GROUP has solid
relationships with a wide range of Top 50 Global Banking & Financial Institutions which has enabled
successful and efficient banking activities for major Real Estate Development projects worldwide. We
believe our company enjoys a reputation for high integrity, ethical behavior and financial means. We
project our improvement factor based on reliability of service, customer driven performance,
convenience and value, our client specific procedures enable us to be a design driven company with
solutions and supplies for all of our Client’s energy needs and creativity to fuel your success.
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ASTRO/CFG’s success lies on our ability to perform, ability to source and to negotiate the best quality
and priced point on Petroleum and Refined Fuel Products for our Exits.
opportunity, the relationship and most importantly the success.

We would welcome the

ASTRO/CFG and its JV Partners practices Oil and Energy buy/sell are at the pulse of activities. Our
petroleum and refined fuel are constantly connecting refiners to resellers, trade desks and customers
globally. We cover the global oil market around the clock and employ well-respected industry standards
and traditions. Every day at worldwide locations, ASTRO/CFG works with major logistic companies loads
and unloads cargoes of oil products – crude oil, liquefied natural gas, natural gas, refined fuel oil, aviation
turbine fuel, kerosene, diesel and heating oil in ports and terminals destined to commercial and private
clients. ASTRO/CFG and JV Partners with its global multi-national oil and refinery companies provides our
customers the best price point on the ARA and NEW Platt Price Index market for all Petroleum and Refined
fuel as well as one hundred percent REAL deliverable products.
ASTRO/CFG in the past decades to current invested with
their
JV Partners in millions USD for the implementation of
programs of environmental safety of oil production, reduce
the
negative impact on the environment, condition monitoring
environmental conditions and reducing the negative impact
on our
earth. Commodities are the core of our business, and
our
commitment to building long-term relationships gives us
perspective into the needs of our customers. This perspective allows us to constantly build value for
customers through price discovery, market knowledge, and logistics expertise and risk management.

Confidentiality
It is recognized that most of the transactions relating to the company’s purchases are confidential,
especially with regard to our suppliers and competitors.
It is considered unethical and illegal, as well as damaging to the company’s competitive position, and a
breach of trust, to allow company proprietary information about one supplier’s quotation to pass to
another supplier. Discussing proprietary information in telephone calls and conversing with other
buyers within hearing of suppliers in other offices are some examples of behavior that can allow
proprietary information to pass to others inappropriately. These types of situations should be avoided.
Passage of pricing, technologic or strategic information from an employee of the company to an
employee of a competitor is not only unethical, but is likely to be in violation of one or more of the
various antitrust laws and should be scrupulously avoided.
All files within Purchasing are to be maintained in an up-to-date and confidential manner. Access to
these files and any other documentation found within this department shall be restricted.
Proprietary information requires protection of the name, composition, process of manufacture, or rights to
unique or exclusive information which has marketable value and is upheld by patent, copyright, or nondisclosure agreements. Extreme care and good judgment should be used if confidential information is
communicated verbally. Such information should be shared only on a “need to know” basis. If the
purchasing professional is unclear regarding disclosure requirements, corporate counsel should be
consulted.
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Without Prejudice
The Commodity Traders (Buy/Sell) is always open to mutually beneficial business opportunities and
partnerships. Please note: We will only respond to serious
offers and inquiries only. Unfortunately, we do not interact,
respond or accept ANY requests or relevant documentation
related to the offer originating from non-business emails such
as, AOL, Gmail, Yahoo!®, Hotmail®, or other Web-based email
account IF we don’t recognize the individual and or entity that
sent the offer.
We strongly believe that any company wishing to purchase
Petrochemicals without a full and correct business Email account
would be an interpretation of a buyer therefore, we will not reply
to the request period.

BLACK LIST
While all care is taken in dealing with international commodity traders we regularly come across traders
and companies which in our opinion are not operating or trading in an appropriate manner.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
If we are sent fake offers or buyers we WILL report ANYONE involved in the offer to every intelligence
agency or organization we have connection with, you will be blacklisted!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
International Maritime Bureau * Financial Investigation Bureau * Counterfeiting Intelligence Bureau * Cybercrime Bureau * FBI * Interpol.Int * ICC

DISCLAIMER: We are not a United States Securities Dealer, NFA/CFTC Member, or United States Investment Advisor. All Articles and related documents are
never considered to be a solicitation for any purpose, in any form or content. Upon reading the Articles and information you hereby acknowledge this warning and
Disclaimer. All information provided is for informational purposes only, and shall not be relied upon as personal financial advice. Any reference to a specific trading
strategy is only to assist in learning and shall NEVER be relied upon when making future investment decisions.
CORPORATE WARNING: Should any Seller knowingly issue a FRAUDULENT offer, Commitments and but not limited to partial POP Documents in support of
the proposed transaction, then under the various clauses of the PATRIOT ACT revised in the year 2012 for any infringement or deliberate FRAUD intent shall
constitute a CRIMINAL OFFENSE, as such take notice that a report of criminal activity shall be made to the following Global and Domestic offices and individual
Crime Bureau. This could cause the perpetrator to be imprisoned and or fined to the fullest extent of the ICC Rules, Laws and Regulations.
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ASTRO INVESTMENT, INC
A “CFG GLOBAL FUEL” COMPANY

Financial Backing by Our Banks: JP Morgan Chase, HSBC, B of A, B of China

Office Locations






Hong Kong Office: 12/F, Nathan Commercial Bldg, 430-436 Nathan Rd, Kowloon, Hong Kong
United Kingdom: Cardinal Point, Park Rd, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom WD3 1RE
United States Office: 6001 Savoy Dr, Suite 100-120, Houston, TX 77036
United Emirates: In Progress….
Vietnam: In Progress….

Management/Directors









Mr. Tony Ly (Chairman/CEO/President)
Mr. C. C. Lee (Vice Pres) U.S-China
Mr. Marc H. Levy (Corporate Attorney/Trustee)
Mr. Lance Nguyen (Corporate Legal Counsel/Trustee)
Mr. E. Ding (Principle Partner) In-Take/Sales (China/Hong Kong)
Mr. H. Valliani - President (United Kingdom)
Mr. Pietro Scuteri – Italy/Europe (Agent)
Mr. Sardar Pushpinder Singh Sethi – U.S. (Agent)

Contact Info
Office: +1-713.448.9909 / Mob: +1-832.316.7997
Email
cfgglobalfuel@gmail.com, tonyly@cfgglobalfuel.com, tonyly@astrosinvestment.com,
www.cfgglobalfuel.com
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